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Compound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statisttcs

Curved surface area of a corre: nrl

Surface area of a sphere :4t#

Mathematical Formulae

Volume of a sphere: lt'

Total amount: 
" (, 

. #)'

Volume of a cone : L*'h
3

I
J

Areaof atriangle ABC: !absnc
2

Arc length : r0,where dis in radians

Sector area: Lr'e.where 0is in radians
2

abc
sinl sin.B sinC

a' :b'+c' -?-bc cosA

Mean:

Standard deviation:
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t1l

1 Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the largest.

(; ;)
0.2, 0.23, A.203

Arwwer

2 The number of runners who participated in a charity marathon is given as 8500, correct to the
nearest hundred.
Write down the maximum possible number of runners who participated.

Answer ..t11

3 (a) Factorise 2ry+6yzcompletely.

(b) Simplify 5w-3(w-l)

Answer ..t11

250

Answer ...... I1l
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4 Danny drove to his office located 14 km away from home. In the first 9 lon, his aYerage speed

was 70 km/h. He then took another 6 minutes to reach his office. Find the average speed for his
journey in lan/h.

Answer km/h I3l

5 It is given that

9 x I 03 + 7 xl}z + 2 xl}^ + 4 x 1 0' = 97 02.A4, where m and n are integers.

(a) Find the values of m and, n.

Answer m:.. ,,rfi: .... Il]

(b) Express9702.04 in standard form.

Answer ...... tll

6 (a) Simpliff (*')-l and express the answer with positive indices.

Answer

O) Given that 10' = 0.0012", find an equation connecting m and n.

......tl1

251

Answer ttl
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121

7
Write as a single fraction in its simptest fonn =1=-=l-4x-3 3-4x

Answer .......

I Solve the equation 3x2 + 5 -9x = 0 , grving both answers correct to two decimal places.

'........ orAnswer x: 13l

PartnerlnLeaming
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9 6: {x: x is an integer, 15 < x < 30}
7 : {the set of even numbers}
B :{the set of prime numbers}
g: {the set of multiples of 4}

(a) List the elements of B u C

Answer BUC = {.... .........}tll

(b) ts ittrue thatA'nB=0? ExPlain.

Answer

tll

(c) cc€g

Choose a symbol from the list above to make a correct statement.

C A

Answer C......... AUl

10 (a) Factoris e r' -9

(b) Hence simpli$,
r'-9

2pr *6p +5r *15

Answer .t1l

Answer .t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
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11 Nicky took a study loan of $120 000 from the bank which charged an interest of 4o/o per annum,
compounded half yearly. Calculate the total amount Nicky has to pay the bank at the end of his
4-year coluse, correct to 2 decimal places.

Answer $

12 A bag with a marked price of $120 is available at both Stores A and B. Janae thinks both stores
will give her the same amount of savings. Do you agree with her? Justi$r your ansiwer with
calculations.

Answer I agree I do not agree with her because

STOSBB
15S STOSE$m,E

DISOOIINT

.iilDflI8IffiR 10S
f,liflolltl.,DrY

DISOOIINT

Store A
Take 25% ofi!

t3l
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13 Thefigurebelowiscomposedofatriangle OACandamajorsector OABC ofacirclewith
centre O and,radius 8 cm. Reflex ZAOC: 300".

Find the area of the entire figure.

Answer cm2131

14 Sketch the graph of y =-(x+3)2 +4 on the axis below.

Indicate clearly the coordinates of the points where the graph crosses the axes and the maximum
point on the curve. Write down the equation of the line of symmetry.

t3I

A

B

v

3000

qo

Answer .t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
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15 (a) Express 6615 as a product of its prime factors.

Answer 6615: ...........t11

(b) The numbe, 6615m ' ra perfect square where m andn are prime numbers.
n

Find a possible yalue of m and of n.

(c) a is a number between 150 and 200.
The highest common factor of 6615 and a is 35.
Find the smallest possible value of a.

Answer a:

256

tll
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16 (a) Solve the inequality -ll<9-2x < 1 and represent your solution on the number line below.

Answer .......121

(b) Write down all the integers which satisfu the solution in (a).

Answer ......t1]

I(c) State the smallest possible value of 7

257

Answer ......tII

PartnerlnLeaming
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17 (a) Six men painted two houses in a day. Given that they need to complete painting the houses in
6 days, find the number of men needed to paint 10 houses.

Answer tzl

(b) The value of a variable,p, is directly proportional to the cube of another variable, r. Given that
r is doubled, calculate the percentage change inp.

Answer %l2l

18 A closed ring is made using identical regular pentagons. Part of the ring is shown below with 3
pentagons. How many more regular pentagons are needed to form the ring?

258

Answer ....t31

,-d
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19 (a) Ryder wants to impress his boss by showing the increase in his sales volume over 6 months.

Suggest which line graph he should present to his boss and explain why.

Graph 1 Graph 2

Jan Feb Mar Apr MaY Jun

Months Months

o65
Ef--
o53

q, 45
13ql

35

E
!
o

q,
(o
tt,

100

80

60

40

20

0
Jan Feb Mar Apr May iun

Answer

121

(b) Jake is another sales agent and his sales volume over 6 months are recorded in the table
below. The figures are either the same or increasing from month to month.
His mean sales volume is 46.5, median is 42.5 and mode is 42.
The smallest number is a prime number and the range of the 6 numbers is 19.

The sales volume of February and May are provided. Find the rest of the figures.

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May June

Sales
Volume

(i) 42 (ii) (iii) 5l (iv)

PartnerlnLeaming
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2A (a) Make u the subject of the formula.

1

=- 2u-a

(b) Match the correct graphs Ato D below to represent each of the following statements.

(l) The cost,y, of renting a mobile Wi-Fi device which consists of a fixed charge plus an
amount proportional to the number of days used, x.

(ii) The volume,y, of a sphere is proportional to the cube of the radius x.

Answer (i) .l 1l

v

vvvv

xxxx
DCBA

(ii) ..... . t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
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2l In the diagram, a quadrant of radius 10 cm is used to form a cone, where OAwillmeet OB.

O 10cm B

r)
A

(a) Show that the radius of the cone is 2.5 cm.

O) Calcutate the volume of the cone.

261

Answer .cm3 Lzl

PartnerlnLeaming
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22 The town of Hougangsville is represented by atrapezhtmABCD.
The lines AB and, CD arc parallel.

A tN

t
B

D C

On the diagram above,

(a) construct the perpendicular bisector of CD, t1l

(b) construct the bisector of angle ABC, lll

(c) shade the region in Hougangsville that is closer to AB than BC and closer to C than to D, tl l

(d) measure the bearing of A from 4 given that E is a landmark on CD such that BE is the
shortest distance from.B to CD. The line BE is parallel to the true North.

262

Answer " l2l

PartnerlnLearning
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23 The diagram below shows the speed-time graph of a car. The car starts from rest and attains a

speed of v m/s in 5 seconds. It then favels at a constant speed for 12 seconds before slowing

down in the next 7 seconds and stopping for 6 seconds. Thereafter, it moves off at a constant rate

and reaches a speed of 30 m/s at ?n seconds.

Speed (m/s)

30

v

T Time (s)

(a) The total distance travelled by the car from 0 to 30 seconds is 288 m.

Calculate the value of v.

Answer v:

(b) The car reaches a speed of 20 m/s at 42 seconds. Find the value of T.

Answer T-

05172430

(c) Use the grid below to sketch the distance-time graph for the fifft 30 seconds of the journey

Distance (m)
--i

Ii----------1----

m/s [2]

s [2]

I

240

100

I
T-
I

I

t-

______t
I

I
-----t------

I
I

--1
I
I

--l
I

05 17 24 30 Time (s) l2l

PartnerlnLearning
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24 In the diagram, triangles ABC and ABD are designs painted onto the wheel of a toy car.
The wheel is made up of two concentric circles (circles that share the same centre).
I BAC: 68" and Z BCA:23,.
EF, which is l0 cm long, is a chord of the bigger circle and also tangent to the smaller circle.

(a) Firrd ZBDA, stating the reason.

Answer ZBDA: o Reason

t7

(b) Explain why AC is not a dia:neter of the smaller circle.

........ tll

121

(c) Find the area of the shaded region, leaving your answer in tenns of a.

Answer ......

264

...cm2131

END OF PAPER

PartnerlnLeaming
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lnstructions to pupils

. Write your name and class register number in the space provided on this page.

o Write your answers in dark blue or black pen in the spaces provided.
. You may use a pencilfor any diagrams or graphs.
o Do not use staples, paper clips, highlighters, glue or correction fluid.
o lf working is needed for any question, it must be shown with the answer. Omission of

essential working will result in loss of marks.
. The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
o lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact,

give the answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.

o For r, use either the calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer in

terms of n.

Information for pupils
. Answer all questions.
o The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question
o The total number of marks for this paper is 100.

Calculator Model:

100

This question paper consisfs of 26 printed pages (including this cover page).
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Compound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

2

Mathematical Formulae

g. b c

sin.A sin B sin C

az = bz * c2 -ZbccosA

Mean: 2fx
2,f

PartnerlnLearning

rotal amount: 
" 

(t * #)"

Curved surface area of a cone: nrl

Surface area ofa sphere :4rl

Volume of a cone :!rr'h

Volume of a sphere :!rr'

Area of a triangle ABC:)ab sinc

Arc length : r0,where dis in radians

Sector area: )r'r,where dis in radians

266

Standarddeviation : W
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1 (a) (i) Simpliff 2I*4\-/ \-/ --"r"-J 4q 
' 

l2q2

(ii) Solve the equation

Answer

Answer

121

13l

gzx-t rrr-, =*,.

PartnerlnLeaming
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(b) The table below shows the number of Secondary 3 and Secondary 4 boys and girls who are

sports leaders.

Secondary 3 Secondary 4 Total

Boys 7 6 13

Girls 9 8 T7

Total t6 l4 30

(i) A sports leader is chosen at random. Find, as a fraction in its lowest terms, the
probability that the sports leader is a Secondary 4 student.

Answer tll

Two sports leaders are chosen at random to represent the school in an Amazing Race competition.

Find, as a fraction in simplest form, the probability that

(ii) both sports leaders are from the same level,

Answer ...... . .....t2)

PartnerlnLeaming
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(iii) at least one of the two sports leaders is a girl.

PartnerlnLeaming
269
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2 A, B ,C and D axe points on the circle with centre O. PAQ is a tangent to the circle at A and
meets the line CD extended at point p.

Given that /. AOD :76o and I DgA:39o, find, giving reasons for each answer,

(i) I DAo,

I

o

(ii) /ABC,
Answer ...............t2)

PartnerlnLeaming
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o
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(iii\ toAC.

Answer ...........t31

PartnerlnLearning
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3 The local postage rates for standard mail and non-standard mail are shown in the following table

All ratzs are in Singapore Canenqt (inclusive of GST)

(a) Find the total cost of mailing 5 standard mails weighing240 g each and 4 non-standard mails
weighing 350 g each locally.

Arurwer $.......... l2l

(b) Aaron went to the post offrce to buy postage for some letters. He has x pieces of standard

mails andy pieces of non-standard mails. The cost of mailingx standard mails weighing 80 g

each locally is ] of the cost of mailingy non-standard mails weighing 95 g each locally.'3

(i) Show that y = 
I

= 
zY'

PartnerlnLearning

Mass per
Item up to

Standard Non-Standard

20s $0.30
40 cl $0.37

$0.60

100 q $0.60 $0.90
250 o $0.90 $1.15
500 o $1.15 $1.70
1ks $2.55
2ks $3.35

For Letters, Postcards, Printed rs and Packets P es

272

tll
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(ii) Aaron paid a totzl of $24 for the postage of all his letters. Find the values ofx andy.

Answerx=... ,!:

PartnerlnLearning
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In the diagram, PQRS is a square of side 15 cm. QW is an equilateral triangle and RU : x cm.

15 cm

(a) Show that triangle WQ is congruent to triangle URp.

@) Express the length of QUinterms ofx.

AnswerpU:

PartnerlnLeaming
274

x
R,s

T

P o

t3l

cm [1]
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(c) Hence, form an equation in x and show that it reduces to x2 -60x+225 =0.

(d) Solve the equation xz -60x+225 =0.

Answer

(e) A circle passes through.S, Iand U. Find the radius of the circle.

PartnerlnLeaming
275

121

t3l

Answer .... cm [2]
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f,

t2
(a) The diagram shows two empty metal pails that are similar. The height of the smallerpail is

15 cm. Given that both pails are filled with water at the same rate, the smaller pail can be

Completely filled 8 times faster than the larger pail.

15 cm

Find
(i) the height of the largerpail.

Answer 121

(ii) Mary wants to paint the exterior surface area of the two pails in (i). She bought a can of
paint which can cover a total area of 3 m2. She found out that the total exterior surface area

of the smaller pail is 0.25 t*. She wants to give both pails two coats of paint. Will the tin
of paint Mary bought be sufficient? Justifu with calculations.

PartnerlnLeaming
276
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(b) ABCD is a parallelogram and I is a point on AD. The line CZ produced meets AB at M.

M B

D

Given that CL:3LM, ftnd

A

C

(i)
Areaof LALM
Area of A DLC '

.... Area of L,AML
tlll 

-

' ' Area of L ACL

Answer ......t11

PartnerlnLearning
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t4
6 A square of 4 numbers is selected from an array of 25 consecutive odd numbers shown below

The diagram outlines one such square.

I J

I 1
aJ

579

15 17 19

2t 23 25 27 29

31 33 35 37 39

41 43 45 47 49

(a) A selected square is moved one column to the right and one row downwards. By how much
is the sum of the 4 numbers in the square decreased or increased ?

Answer l2l

(b) Given that a number at the top right-hand corner of a selected square is 2x + 1 , find the
expression of the sum of the 4 numbers in terms of x.

Answer l2l

(c) The mean of the 4 numbers in a particular selected square is 41. Find the value of the
smallest number in the square.

Answer t3l

(d) Explain why the sum of the 4 numbers in a selected square can never be an odd number.

PartnerlnLeaming
278
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The following cumulative frequency curve shows the number of hours spent by a group of
students in Class A on their smart phones in the last 10 days.

(a) Fromthe graph, find
(i) the interquartile range of the number of hours spent on their smart phones,

Answer. .h [1]

(ii) the 80ft percentile of the distribution,

PartnerlnLearning
279

Answer h tll
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(iii) the value of x given that 30o/o of the students spend.x to 40 hours on their smart phones.

(iv) In another class, Class B, the median and inter-quartile range of hours is found to be

30 hours and 10 hours respectively.
Make two comparisons of the times spent on smartphones between the Class A and

Class B.

PartnerlnLeaming

l2l
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t7
(b) The frequency table below shows the time spent by another group of 50 students in

Class C on their smart phones in the last 10 days.

Time x (hours) Frequency

0< x<10 2

lA< x<20 5

20 < x<30 10

30< x<40 t2
40< x<50 16

50< x<60 5

(i) Calculate an estimate for the mean number of hours spent on their smart phones for Class

C, and

Answer h [1]

(ii) calculate the standard deviation of the number of hours spent on their smart phones for Class C.

PartnerlnLearning
281

Answer h [2]
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The number of copies of Chinese and English copies of a title were sold in two outlets of a

bookstore in a particular month as shown in the following table.

Chinese English

Ilougang outlet 35 46

Bishan outlet 43 70

Answer NC: .

(ii) State what the elements of NC represent.

The average production costs of a Chinese copy and an English copy of the title are $15 and $10

respectively.

(a) rhe information above can be represented by the matrices I\ = (i; ff) *.. 
: 

[l;)
(i) Find the matrix NC..

ttl

l1l
(b) Given that the selling prices Chinese and English copies are $p and $g respectively at the

two outlets, write down a 2 x 1 matrix, S to represent this information. Hence find the

mahix NS in terms of p and q.

Answer S:... .NS:...

PartnerlnLeaming
282
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(c) The total earnings in the Hougang and Bishan outlets from selling all copies of the title are

$1905 and$2745 respectively. Using the answers from (aXi) and (b), solve for the values

of p andq.

Answer p: ............, I:

PartnerlnLearning
283
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9 The variables x andy are connected by the equationy = *' *?-1.
x

Some corresponding values ofx andy are given in the table below.

x 0.5 1 2 J 4 5

v 3.3 2 4 8.7 p 24.4

(a) Calculate the value ofp.

Answer p:...... .... tl]

O) Using a scale of 2 cm to I unit on the x-axis and 2 cm to 5 units on the y-axis, draw the graph
,

of y = x' +a-l for 0.5 < x ( 5. I3lx

(c) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at x:2.

Answer gradient:..... ... t2)

(d) (i) On the same grid, draw the graph of y:3x for 0.5 S.r ( 5. tll
(ii) Show that the points of intersection of the line and the curve give the solutions of the

equation xt -3x' - x+2=0.

(iii) Use your graphs to solve the equation x' -3x' *x-t2=A.

PartnerlnLeaming
284
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10 (a) In the diagram, a thin triangular board ABC is held to the horizontal ground at the vertex C.

D and E are points on the ground verbically below A and,B respectively. BC is inclined at

an angle of 30' with the horizontal. It is given that AD: 100 cm, BC: 120 cm,

ICAB:60o and ZABC:80o.

(i) Calculate the length of AB.

(ii) Find the area of LABC.

A

B

t20

3

C

(iii) Find the angle of depression of B from,4.

PartnerlnLearning

Answer .a* 121

286

Answer
o
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O) In the diagram, A, B and C are thrce points on level ground. The bearing of I from .B is l50o and

the bearing of .B from C is 245o. The distance of A from,B is 90 m and C from B is 160 m.

N
160

90

A

(i) Calculate the distance AC.

Answer ..m [3]

C

(ii) A coconut tree of height 28 m is located at C. Ahmad walks alongAC and stops atXwhere

he spotted a monkey ],rp tn" tree. Given his angle of elevation of the monkey is 15o, find'3
the distance he walked.

PartnerlnLearning
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Answer .....m [3]
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11 Here is some infonnation about a front load washing machine.
In this question, the washing drum can be modelled as a cylindrical container.
The average amount of water used in a typical washing cycle is shown.

(a) Given that O is the centre of the cross-sectional area of the washing drum, show that the area

of the shaded segment of the washing drumis approximately 1010 cm2.

A

Front Load Washing Machine
Height (ft): 850 mm
Diameter (d) of washing drum: 400 mm
Length of washing drum: 550 mm
Mass of washing machine (z): 50 kg

6ts &46

o
a

Figure I

PartnerlnLearning
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@) Calculate the volume of water, in m', in the washing drum.

Answer .....

(c) Calculate the cost of water used for 4 washing cycles given that 1 m3 of water cost $ 1 . 17.

Answer $.....

PartnerlnLeaming
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In another washing machine shown in Figure 2, the dimensions of the drum is the same as the washing
machine in Figure 1 except that the laundry is loaded from the top. The amount of water used is 90%
of the capacrty of the drum.

Figure 2

(d) Which washing machine, Figure I or Figure 2, is more water efficient?
Justifu your answer with calculations.

t3l

End of Paper

PartnerlnLearning
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Qn Working Marks Remarks
L

0.23,
65

0.203,0.278 )

B1

2 8549 B1

3(a) 2ry+6yz =2y(x+3y) B1

3(b) 5w-3(w-I) = 5w-3w+3
=2w-t3 B1

4 9
Time taken for first 9 km = - h

70

e68
Totaltimetaken- +- = - fi70 60 35

Average speed = l4++ =6l.25kmlh
35

M1

M1

A1

s(a) m=0rn=-2 B1 For both correct
(bl 9.70204x103 B1

6(a) (*')4 =*-t =*
B1 Must be positive

indices

(b) l0' = 0.0012'

162 _ 1g-a(zz)

m=-6n B1

7 1515
- 

-+-
4x-3 3-4x 4x-3 4x-3

6

4x-3

M1

A1

I

M1

A1

Zero for whole
question if

quadratic formula
not shown

For both ans

correct

3x2 +5-9x=0

_ _ -(-e)r{t-e)'-4(3X,
2(3)

x =2.26 or x =O.74 (2d.p.)
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A1
2 d.p.

s(a) B U C = {L6,\7,L9,20,23,24,28, zej B1

(bl No, 17e A'n I
Or 17 is not an even number and is also a prime number

B1
For any example

to show that A'n B

is not empty

(c) C B1

10{a} r'-9=(r+3)(r-3) B1

(b) r'-g (r+ r -3)
2pr -6p +5r -15 2p(r -3\+5(t -3)

(r +3i r -3)
(r -3)(2p +5)

r+3
2p+5

M1

M1

A1

lL
r2ooooo * #l-
= $140599.13 (2 d.p.)

Final amount =

M2

A1

Mt - Cpd lnt Form

Ml - correcl r or n

2d.p. ans

t2

2Lr00= 
$30Store A: Savings = 

tOO

Store B:

-11x120 = $18
100

L 
,1129-18) = $10.20

100
Total saving5 = $28.20

I do not agree with her because Store A will eive her more

savings than Store B.

M1

M1

A1

Either savings or
selling price at

each store

Stand and
comparison

between stores

13 3oo , r(8)'
Area of sector OABC = 360

=167.5516

Area of trian gre oAC= 
j 

" 
8 's ' 'in 

6oo

=27.71281
Total area of figure = 167.5515 + 27.7L281'

= 195 cm2 (3 s.f.)

M1

M1

A1
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t4 v

(-3,4)

x
-5 t

-5

Lineofsymmetry x=-3

82

B1

B1

Correct y-intercept
and x-intercepts

Correct Max pt

Penalise one mark
if curve is not
smooth or not
symmetrical

B0ifnox
1s(al 6615 = 33 xSxT? B1

(b) m=S,n=3
olm= 3,n= 5

g2 81 for each

(c) 6675=33 x5x72

a=52 x7:175
HCF:35=5x7

B1 For 175

16(al
-ll<9-2xand9-Zx<l
2x <20 -2x <-8
x<10 x>4

H
]
4

T_
10

-.'.4<.r(10

M1

A1

Either correct
inequality
solution

Both number line
and final

combined solution
correct

tb) 5,6,7,9,9, 10 B1

ECF if (a) wrong(c)
smallest possible value of + = I or 0.01l0' 100

B1

17 (al
6 men l day 2 houses

1 man 5 days 2 houses

5 men 6 days 10 houses

M1

A1

Ml for 30 men 10

houses LdaV I
3 men t house 1

day
(bl Original P = lcr3

New 
P:k(2r)'
= 8(&r3) = 8p

8P- P xrco%
P

=700Yo

% change in p =

M1

A1

Sub double value
ofr
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18 (5-2)x180
Llnt Z of Pentagon = J

= 108"
tlnt I of unknown inner polygon = 360 - 2(108)

=144" I ls at a pt)

l ext Z of unknown inner polygon = 180 - 144

=36"
360

n= 36

=10
need 10 -3 =7 more pentagons

M1

M1

A1

Either 144" or36"

19 (a)
Ryder should present Graph 2

as the scale/range for the vertical axis is smaller and

does not start from zero,

making the increase in sales volume between each

month apPear larger.

B1

B1

Stand

Any underlined
reason

Don't accept 'can
see more clearly /
obviously / easily'

(b)
(i)41 (ii) 42 (iiil a3 (iv)60 g2 81 for at least 2

values correct

20(a) 1
v---

u'-a
1

-A=-
v

I
=-1A

v

2
u

2
u

M1

A1

Accept

vu' -va =l
vuz =l+va

l+va
u=

v

(bl (i) D

(ii) c
B1

B1

21(aI Arc length of quadrant - ztQa\
4

Let r be radius of cone.

Circumference of base of cone =
2r(10\

- ,t?

4

r =2.5 cm (shown)

M1

A1 Last

2 steps
Must be
exactly

2.5
A0 if

rounded
off

Accept area
method

t(lo)z 
= rrfio\

4

Accept arc length /
area method in

radian too

PartnerlnLeaming
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(b)

Let h be perpendicular height of cone.

ft- 0' -2.5' =9.682458366 cm

1
Votume of cone = : x(2.5)'(9.682458366) = 63.4 cm3 (3 s.f.)

3

M1

A1

22lal-
{c}

A B

D c

81- perpendicular bisector of CD

81- angle bisector of angle ABC
81- correct shaded region (ECF even if bisectors not right)

(d) 8E must be perpendicular to CD and marked on diagram.
BearingofAfromE= 313o

M1
A1

Accept range of
312o to 314o

23(a) Distance = 1rr, (12+24)=2882'
v =16

M1
A1

Area under graph

(b) 20-0 20 s
Acceleration = 

- 

= - = - mls'
42-30 t2 3

30-0 5

T-30 3

5Z-150 = 90

5T =240
T =48

M1

A1

Gradient of line

{c}
Distance (m)

300
288

l f-
_L__-- J

l
I

1

I

1

I

1

Ij
I

232
200

-----L----
----1-----

I-t-
I

---{-
I

-----t-
I

100

{-r =l=I40

Timo

B1

82

cl

For at least 2

interuals drawn
correctly

(points and
gradient must be

correct)

For all intervals
drawn correctly
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zalal IBDA = 23o Reason: lsin same segment B1 B0 if wrong reason

(b)

IABC= 180-58 -23=89'(Z sum of triangle)

Since Z48C is not 90o, then ZABC is not anEle in semicircle,

therefore AC is not a diameter of the smaller circle.

M1

A1 Either underlined
key phrase must

be present

(c) Let R be radius of larger circle and r be radius of smaller circle'

Area of shaded region = 7TR2 - ttr' = t(Rz -12)
12 +52 = Rz

By pythagoras'Theorem, 
... ,R2 _ rz = 25

Area of shaded region = 25n cm2

M1
M1

A1

M1 -Attempt to
find difference in
Areas of 2 circles
M1- Pyth Thm
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Qn Working Marks Remarks
ql(al
(i)

9p. p'
-=-_-.4q l2q'

9o l2a2

4q p'

=27q2p

M1

A1

(aXii)
92x*1*27-, =L

81

(32)2x-1 x(:')-'=:*
q4r-2-3x q4
J =J
qx-2 q4
J=J

x-2 --4
v 

- -',&L

M1

M1

A1

Apply laws of indices

Simplifying the powers

al(b)
(il P(sec 4l = !

30

_7
15

B1

b(ii) P( both sec 3) + P( both sec 4)

16 ls 14 13
= 

-x- 
! 

-x-20 29 20 29

_21,1
435

M1

A1
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b(iii) Required prob
: I - P( both boys)

-1312- l_-x-30 29

119

145

Altemative Mtd:

P( boy, girl) + P(girl, boy) + P(both girls)

13 t7 t7 13 17 16
= -x- +-x-+-x-

30 29 30 29 30 29

119

t45

M1

A1

M1

A1

Q2(al
fr oAD -l8o' -76' 

@ase ll of isos iI)
2

: 52o

l:DA/=9Ao -52o (rad J- tangent)

: 38'

M1

A1

e2(b) n CDA= 38' + 39' ( ext l.) = sum of 2 int opp i,l s)
naO: ll

f: ABC = 180' -77'(* in opp seg are supp)

: 103'

M1

A1

Q2{c} ACD=76'
2

( atcenf:e=2 at circumference)

ln LACD,

CAD =180' -38' -39' (sumof s in aA)

: 103o

CAD= OAC+ OAD

103'= OAC+90'

OAC =103'-90'
: l3o

M1

M1

A1

Q3(al 5x$0.90+4x$1.70

= $11.30

M1

A1
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a3(b)
(i) o.6ox = |{o.ror)

0.30v 1*- 
0.60 -r' (shown)

B1

{bxi.} 1*=;y ---(l)
Also, total cost

24:0.60x + 0.90y -----------(2)
Sub (l) into (2)

1

0.60(iy)+0.90y:24't

l'2Y:24
y :20
I (zo): rox: -2

M1

M1

A1 Al for both x andy

Qa(a) C rP?=: URQ = 90' (property of a square)

TQ=UQ (glen, fUrQ equilateral)

PQ: Rp ( side of a square)

LTPQ: LURQ (RH,S)

M2

A1

Any 2 correct

State correct test

q4{b}
B1 Accept +152

Qa(cl ,SI:,SU: 15 -x
UT=

UT =UQ

5-*)' +(t5-x)'z: z(rs- x)'

z(ts - x)' = x2 +225

2(225*30x+x2)= xz +225

x' -6Ox+225 =0 (shown)

M1

M1

For UT

For expanding

q4(d)
60+ -60)'-+(t)(zzs)x:

2 (1)

= 55.98 or 4.0192

Sincex<15,x:4.02

M1

M1

A1

Using formula

Qa(e) TU: diameter of circle

+(+.otsz)' =15.529

Radius -15'529 :7.76
2

M1

A1

PartnerlnLeaming
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Qs(a)
(i)

Y (r,,

'r=lE
4:8=
Yz1

)' 
*,,*. taken to fillpail a Y

( n\'
tc]

h-n
15

4=30

Height of the larger pail:30 cm

M1

A1

(aXiil d, -(to\'
'4r-\C ) Total : 5parts

,4,,, = 4r4,

where At and Az isthe exterior surface of the big and

small pail respectively.

1 part = 0.25 n*
5 parts : L.25 #
1 coat of paint covers 1.25 t*
2 caatsof paint cover 2.5 t* <3 r*
Yes, I tin of paint is sufficient to give the 2 pails two
coats of paint.

M1

M1

A1

as(b)
ti)

AreaofAALM _(tu\' _(t)
l*""rf LDLC- lrc ) -tt,

2
1

g' B1

(iil Areaof L,AML
= i@M)h LMl

Areaof L, ACL +(CL)h CL 3
B1

Q6(a) Each row increase by 2 units, each column by 10, so sum
increase for each no.: 12

Total increase for sum of the 4 numbers : 4 x 12: 48

M1

A1

Accept
13+15+23+25=76,
1+3+11+13 = 28

76-28= 48

M1
A1

q6(b) Sum of the 4 numbers

= (zx - r) + (2x + r) + (zx + e) + (2x + t t)

= 8x+24

M1
A1

Q6(cl 8x+ 20:4(41)
8x:144
x: 18

Smallest number in the particular square
:2(18) - 1 :35

M1

M1

A1

a6(dl Sum of the 4 nos : 8x +20:2(4x+10) is always even

since it's a multiple of 2, so can never be odd.
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q7(a)
(i)

Qr :46, Qr :31.5 , IQR: 14.5 B1 Allowance +0.5

(iil the 80e percentile of the distribution,
0.8N:40 , no. ofhrs:48 B1

Accept 47.5

(i i.) 30% of50 students: 15 students
No of students who spend < 40hrs:26
No of students who spend 3 x hrs :26 -15 : 1l
From graph x: 30

M1

M1
A1

(ivl From graph, median of class A is 39 > median of class B
On average, Class A spent more time on their
smartphones than Class B.
IQR of Class B < IQR of Class A indicates less variation
(or smaller spread) in hours spent by Class B (or no of
hours spent on smartphones by Class B is more
consistent/ homogenous.

B1

B1

Accept median = 39* 0.5

a7(bl
{i}

Mean: 5x 2 + l5x 5 +25x10+35x12+45x16 + 55x 5

50

:35
B1

(bxii) Zn'= 69650

S.D.: 69650 ^ _,

-_-Jj-

50
:12.961: 13.0

M1

A1

Accept 12.95

Qstal
(il (ts +e\/rs\n": [;; ;:]t;l

/qss\_t I- 
[r:+sJ B1

{aXii) The elements represent the total costs of producing both
titles at Hougang and Bishan outlets.
Or
The cost of producing both titles at Hougang and

Bishan outlets are $985 and $1345 respectively.

B1
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a8(bl
(i)

(ts
t:Iol'*t=to'

\q) \

+o)(p)
n)lr)

35p + 46q

43p +70q 81 81

(b)(ii)
NS _ NC:

t

)

1905

2745

35p +46q

43p +70q

985

1345

(rqos\

lrrot)

35p+46q-985=1905
43p +70q -1345 =2745

35 p + 46q = 2890 ------(l)

43p+7Aq=4090---(2)

(1) x a3 - (2)x 35 :

(tsosp + re78q\- (t sosp + 2asaq)= -l 8880

472q = -18880

Q=40'

D _2890-46(40) _30
'35

M1

M1

M1

A1

Accept solving by

substitution

Qs{a} P: 42
2

I = 15.5+--
4 B1

as(b) Graph sketching
B3

81- correct scale

B1- correct points plotted
81- shape

Qe(c) Sketch of tangent line to curve at x:2
Gradient of tangent atx:Z irl!-!^ =l.S4-2

M1
A1 Accept 2.73 - 4.44

qs(d)
(.)

Sketch ofy:3x
B1

Accept if line does not
startfromx=0.5

as(dl
{:i}

| =3x 1)
,,

! = xz +1-l -----(2)
x

At points of intersection, (l) : (2)

,'*?-1 =3x
x

x3 +2-x=3xz

x' -3x' -x+2= 0 (shown)

M1

M1

(iii) From graphs, x : 0.75 ( t 0.1) or , x :3.05 (t 0.1) 82
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Q10(a)
(i)

AB 120

sin40' sin60'
AB =89.467 =89.1

M1

A1

{aXii} Area = 
]{al.oozX12o) 

sin 8o'

=5263.83

=5260 (3s0

M1

A1

{aXiii} la LBEC, BE:l2Dsin30o = 60: )A
Angle of depression: Angle of elevation ofl from B
-0 

A

AX =100-60=40m
40

slnS=
89.067

0 =26.7'

89

B

ioo
I
I

ln

M1

M1

A1

q10{b}
(.)

* ABC = 150'-
By cosine rule,

(z+s'-tao')=85'

ACz =902 +t6oz -z(m)(too)cos85'
AC =176.61=177 m

M1

M1
A1

(bxii) t=L
3

(2s)
28

3
28

3

C

=.

28 A X
tan 15' - 3

XC
28

^vnJ,11, = 

-

tanl5'
=34.832

Distance walked ::rlf:f];. !.ff ̂

5o
M1

M1

A1
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Q11(a)
cos ZCOB =9

20

tcoB= cos-r[i): r"
Reflex /.AOB =240o

Area of shaded segment

- 240' xnx(2a\'+1360" ,Qo\(20)stnr2o'
=837 .758+173.205

= 1010.96 cm2

= 1010 cm2

M1

M1,M1

A1

M1- Area of triangle,
M1 - Area of sector

all(b) Volume ofwater used in Fig I = 1010.96x55

= 55602.8 cm3

= 0.0556 m3

M1

A1

Ql1)c) cost of water used: 

l;lli*ttt 
x 4 x $1.17 M1

A1

all(dl
Volume of water used in Eig 2 = ?!, , o ,120)'z x (55)

100

=62203.53 cm3

Since 55608.85 < 62211.6, the washing machine in Fig 1

is more water effrcient.

M1

M1

A1
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